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With high enrollm ent, Cuesta College
looks for solutions to housing crunch
■ Poly students not
all responsible for
housing shortage
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The Poly push for Kristin
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By Leslie Miyamoto
Doily Staff Writer
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Student housing profrlems are
evident this year with Cal Poly’s
increase in enrollment, hut Cal
Poly isn’t the only one to blame for
'iM
the problems.
Karen Roberts, director of stu
“We have in progress the
dent services at Cuesta College,
said Cuesta’s enrollment has al.so development of a center located
on Highway 46 east. We would
increased.
“We have 8,100 students, the hope to have something there
highest number of students we’ve with portable buildings by fall
ever had,” she
1998 ' or
spring
said.
1999,” he
Cuesta does
s a i d .
not provide onn
“Eventually
campus hous
we would
ing due to the
see
ourcost of mainteselves
nance, but it is
accom molooking for solu
tions
to
dating
3,000 stu
improve
the
dents.”
current housing
Th i s
shortage.
facility
Ciil Stork,
should help
vice president
of Cuesta’s .stu
reduce traf
dent services,
fic
from
commuters
said Cuesta is
traveling
planning
to
from
the
open another
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P a s o
campus in Paso
Cars stacked in spaces at Cuesta compare
Robles area
Robles.
to apartment complex lots around the city.
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and help reduce the number of
Cue.sta students living in the city
of San Luis Obispo.
“As we grew this year, over
half of our growth is from Paso
Robles. We have 1,800 students
living in the North County,” he
.said. “Our intent would be to
divert that traffic and alleviate
commuting.”
Cuesta is also putting together
a profile of where its students
live.
“We’re trying to assist in the
hou.sing issue by providing the
information of where our students
are coming from and where they
live,” Stork said.
Mayor Allen Settle said there
is another option to solving the
housing shortages which ('al Poly
and Cuesta have not considered.
Cuesta should l(M)k into turning
Camp San Luis Obispo into living
quarters for students he said.
“This is -something we can pro-

By Tim Bragg
Doily Staff Writer

San Luis Obispo residents can
expect to see more national retail
ers competing for their busine.ss.
.Members of the San Luis
Obispo City (Council voted three to
two to allow the Zelman Company
to build a shopping center that
will feature stores such as Circuit
City, PetsMart and Office Max. A
restaurant will al.'^o be built near
by the ermter on the property at
40 Prado Road in San Luis
()bispo.
After a public hearing and
debate that lasted nearly four
hours. Mayor Allen Settle and

Councilmembers Dave Romero
and Dodie Williams voted to
approve a zoning change of the
property from offices to one that
allows retail development, clear
ing the way for the project.
Vice Mayor Bill Roalman and
Councilwoman Kathy Smith
voted against changing the zon
ing.

The three members voted for
the change despite a planning
commission recommendation to
deny the request for a zoning
change. A report from the commis
sion said the proposed center did
not fit the city’s character nor the
general plan’s specifications for
See COUNCIL page 3

ASI heard a t Council meeting
By Tim Brogg
Doily Staff Writer

Repre.sentatives of Cal Poly’s
ASI informed residents of the
organization's purpose and what
students think about issues of
cooperation between the sch(K)l
and the city at Tuesday’s city
council meeting.
In a spee'ch before the council,
MeShane said that students
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A new banner alerting students that the Kristin Smart case remains
unsolved now flies in the University Union plaza. P'-esident Baker's office
also took out an advertisement in this week's issues of the Daily.

See HOUSING page 6

City Council approves zone change
■ National retail
stores will set up
shop in San Luis
Obispo

$

were against alcohol sales in the
Performing Arts Center. He said
ASI supports a dry campus
becau.se polling conducted by an
ASI committee showed a majori
ty of students don’t support the
policy.
He asked the council to urge
the university to withdraw its
application to the California
Alcoholic Beverage Control
See ASI page
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Local police offer advice for
security, safety over break
By Down Kolmar
Doily Staff Writer

When students move out to go
home for the holidays burglars
move in.
With Chri.stmas break a week
away, local police are warning .stu
dents to take extra precautions
before they leave or if to he aware
of drunk driving if they stay in
town.
There are certain items that
Chief Tom Mitchell of Cal Poly
F’ublic Safety said students
should take home.
“1 would take anything that’s
really valuable like laptops, jewel
ry, money and items that are eas
ily removed,” Mitchell said.
He said thei’e have been no
unauthorized entries into the
dorms in the past two years since
Cal Poly switched fi'om hiring pri
vate security companies to

patrolling the buildings them
selves. Prior to the switch,
Mitchell said there were 42 unau
thorized entries over Christmas
break in 1993.
Off-campus housing has not
enjoyed the same kind of protec
tion.
“Every time the students leave
there is an increase in break-ins,
both vehicle and apartment,” said
Capt. Bart Topham of the San
Luis Obispo Police Department.
“It’s a college town so we’ve
always had trouble with (breakins over school breaks).”
Topham said the precautions
are “all common-sense stuff and
it’s amazing that students forget
to do those things.”
“They just have to stop and
think about it before they leave,"
he said.
He suggested taking anything
See BREAK page 5
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Executions at 38-year high in 1995:
most death row inmates in California

Today's Weather: puffy grey clouds, maybe some water drops
Tomorrow's Weather; mostly cloudy, slight chance of rain
Today's h ig h /lo w : 6 5 /4 4 Tomorrow's h ig h /lo w : 6 3 /4 7

By Michael J. Sniffen
Associated Press

TODAY
Physics Colloquium will show a screening of Stephen Hawking's
"A Brief History of Time" on Thursday, Dec. 5 at 11 a.m.
in Building 52, room E-45.
Cuestci College Travel Theater will present "The Real W orld of
Thailand" with Rick Howard on Thursday, Dec. 5 at 2:30 p.m. at
the college's auditorium. For more information call 546-3108.

WASHINGTON — Fifty-six
men were executed last year, the
largest number in 38 years, and
an additional 3,054 inmates wait
ed on death row at year’s end, the
Justice Department reported
Wednesday.

AP-NATION
UPCOMING
Religious Studies hosts Zen Master Rev. Jisho Perry discussing
"Compassion and Vigilance in Buddhist Meditation" on Friday,
Dec. 6 at 3-4:40 p.m. in Building 8, room 123.
The Central Coast Institute for the Healing of Racism will host its
first free workshop, "Humanity--How many races are there?" will be
held Friday, Dec. 6 at 6:30-9:30 p.m. in the San Luis Obispo
C ity/C ounty Library, For more information call 489-9769.
Dr. Mark Schecter will host a free program called "Stress Less
During the Holidays" on Saturday, Dec, 7 from 10:30 a.m. to
noon at M orro Boy Library. Bring a blanket.
Agenda Items; c /o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
Advertising: 756-1143
Editorial: 756-1796
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be
printed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.

Some voters say their
registrations were lost
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Thou.sands
of Californians have complained
to the state that their voter regis
trations were lost or bungled in
the state’s newly enacted “motor
voter” program.

AP-STATE
The Nov. 5 election was the
first in which the National Voter
Registration Act went into effect
in California, allowing residents
to register to vote at the
Department of Motor Vehicles
and at social service offices.
“There is definitely a weak
ness in motor voter,” said Beth
Miller,
spokeswoman
for
Secretary of State Bill Jones. “We
got, a lot of (complaints) before the
election ... people who said they
registered at DMV and said there
was no rcicord of it.”
Many of those people weren’t
allowed to vote on Election Day,
although in some cases local elec
tions officials intervened so the
voters could cast their ballots.
Miller said.
Miller estimated her office had
heard from a couple of thousand
people statewide, but she said the
problem could be much larger
because others might have com
plained to local elections officials
— or not complained at all.
“The secretary of state feels
very strongly that if one person is
disenfranchised, it’s one person
too many,” Miller said.
Staff members of Jones’ office

we»’e scheduled to meet this week
with DMV ofTicials and intend to
compile statistics from every
county registrar’s office.
The secretary of state’s inves
tigation is a fact-finding mission
aimed at recommending possible
changes to the motor voter law.
The office has no powers on its
own to modify the federal law.
Details of the investigation
were reported Wednesday in the
San Francisco Examiner.
The investigation was spurred,
in part, by a Napa man who was
turned away at the polls on
Election Day.
Robert L. Carter said he had
registered to vote through the
DMV in September and spent
hours reading about the candi
dates and issues on the ballot
because “the election was very
important to me.”
But when he showed up Nov. 5
at the polls. Carter was told he
was not registered — and despite
protests to the Napa County reg
istrar of voters, he was not
allowed to vote.
After speaking with dozens of
officials. Carter .said he wondered
how many other Californians
“just threw up their hands in dis
gust at the polling place and
walked away.”
He wrote to Rep. Frank Riggs,
R-Windsor,
Sens.
Dianne
Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, and
a host of state legislators to
demand a full-scale investigation
of motor voter registration and its
glitches.
See VOTERS page 6

The executions occurred in 16
states and was the most since
1957 when 65 were executed, the
department’s Bureau of Justice
Statistics reported. All the 1995
inmates had been convicted of
murder.
By comparison, during the
1930s annual execution totals
always exceeded 120 and some
times approached 200. Since the
Supreme Court upheld revised
death penalty laws in 1976, a
total of 313 people have been exe
cuted. Previous capital punish
ment laws were ruled unconstitu
tional in 1972.
The prisoners executed last
year had been on death row for an
average of 11 years and two
months — about a year longer
than the 31 inmates executed in
1994.
By comparison, the 18 inmates
executed in 1985 had been on
death row an average of five years
and 11 months. The time between
conviction and execution has

increased since capital punish
ment was restored. The average
wait during 1977-83 was four
years and three months.
The growing length of time
condemned inmates postpone exe
cution by appealing convictions
was cited by Congress and
President Clinton when they
enacted legislation earlier this
year imposing unprecedented lim
its on the appeals prisoners can
take to federal courts.
As of Dec. 31, 1995, there were
2,998 men and 48 women on state
death rows and eight men under
federal death sentence. All had
committed murder.
The youngest, 18, was in
Nevada and the oldest, 80, was in
Arizona. During 1995, eight
states had no minimum age for
the death penalty: Arizona, Idaho,
Montana,
Louisiana,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South Dakota and Utah.
The federal system and the 30
other states with capital punish
ment set the minimum age for
execution between 14 and 19.
Twelve states and the District of
Columbia have no death penalty.
More than a third of the death
row inmates were in three states:
California, 420; Texas, 404; and
Florida, 362. Texas executed the
largest number of prisoners, 19,
followed by Missouri, 6, and
Illinois and Virginia, 5 apiece.
Thirty-three of those executed

were white, including two of
Hispanic origin; 22 were black
and 1 was Asian.
The death row inmates includ
ed 1,513 whites, 1,262 blacks, 22
native Americans, 19 Asians and
two listed as other race. There
were 236 Hispanics, of various
races.
Among death row inmates
whose criminal histories were
available, two-thirds had a prior
felony conviction and 8 percent
had a prior homicide conviction.
Half had never been married; a
quarter were married when sen
tenced and another quarter were
divorced, separated or had a
deceased spou.se.
Forty-nine of the executions
were by lethal injection, seven by
electrocution.
At year end, 32 states autho
rized lethal injection; 11, electro
cution, seven, lethal gas; four,
hanging; and three, firing squad.
Thirty-seven states require an
appellate review of death sen
tences regardless of the defen
dant’s wishes; Arkansas and the
federal system do not.
The states without a death
penalty are: Alaska, Hawaii,
Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, Vermont,
West Virginia and Wisconsin.
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VOTERS

From page 1

From page 2

vide quick,” he said. “Anything

Miller said about 1.5 million
Californians had opted to register
or re-register through the DMV
when they got new driver’s licens
es or identification cards or
changed their addresses.
Sometimes “either the DMV
employee or the people who
wished to register didn’t complete
(the forms) correctly,” Miller said.
“This is a problem when you have
people who are not elections peo
ple ... implementing a law and
trained in another area.”
However, DMV spokesman
William Madison said, “All we do
is put (the registration forms)
together and send them to the
registrar’s office.”
“We’re just a facilitator. If
something went wrong, it’s not
because we didn’t do our job,” he
added.
Backers of the motor voter pro
gram said the law still had done
more good than harm.
“The fact is that 12 million
people nationwide have been reg
istered through motor voter,” said
Robert Rubin of the San
Francisco-based
Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights. “If
some (registrations) aren’t show
ing up, it’s a problem — but it’s a
problem with the implementation
in the law, not the law itself.”
Rubin said there was no evi
dence that “voters are better reg
istering to vote with a stranger on
a street corner than with an offi
cial in a government office."

Cal Poly or Cuesta would do

THIS SUMMER

would take two or three years.
This is a quick solution.”
This is the Mayor’s first choice

Cal Poly is gearing up for an even richer Summer Quarter 1997.

for solving the housing problems.
He said he has recommended the

• More classes in your major

option to the state.

• More General Ed courses to choose from

“The state says it doesn’t see

• More full-time faculty to teach and adv/ise you

why this can’t be explored,” he

• More opportunities to finish your decree so you can

said.

s ta r t earnin<0 some decent money

Settle said converting some
military structures into student
housing would decrease traffic by

...and you will find campus life a lot more relaxed...

allowing students to walk to class

• Ample parking close to your classrooms

es. It would also generate revenue

• No lines in the Av'enue and El Corral

for the base and increase avail

• A laid back, shorts and sw eatshirt atmosphere

able housing in the city.
“It could be a win-win situa

...in one of the most beautiful places on Earth.

tion,” he said.
Cuesta College has not formal

• A\/ila 3each and Montana de Oro

ly looked into the option, but

• Lopez and Nacimiento lakes

Stork said the location would not

• Elack Lake and HunterEanch ^olf courses

be suitable for students.
“There’s nothing around there
V

to support students.

Talk it over with your folks during the holidays. Going to
Summer Quarter makes a lot of sense.

MUSTANG DAILY

You’d be

stuck in the barracks,” he said.
“I’d be questioning a student
wanting to live there but if you
were desperate enough then they
might have to.”
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BOOKSTORE

BGDnoll
As our gift to you, El Corral Bookstore will dediu i
3Wo from the price of selected merchandise during
the Annual Holiday Sale.
Discounted 30% for the sale will be Holiday gifts. Gift Books,
Student Supplies, Stationery, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment,
Gift Wrap, Greeting Cards, Calendars, Cal Poly Clothing,
jewelry, Food Items and much more from our regular stock.
Everyday low price of 35% off will apply to
New York Times Best Sellers.
Computer hardware and software, class rings, photo
processing and photo supplies, cassettes, batteries,
class schedules, university catalogs, magazines,
courseware and special orders are not included
due to their already low prices.
Hurry for best selection! Sale limited to stock on hand.
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V andal ’s C orner
Here wc are just before finals week and things finally start
getting spicy on Vandal’s home page. Opinion editor Justine
Frederiksen has worked her heiney off this year trying to make
things interesting, and just when things do, the poor girl goes
and graduates. We’ll miss you, Justinie.
Speaking of interesting events on the opinion page, yesterday
the editors received a letter blasting the Daily for a recent house
ad which read, “Mustang Daily, Celebrating 80 years of inform
ing students and pissing off the man.” The writer goes on to call
the Daily staff “kids,” and says that “Barney the Dinosaur
stands to be more confrontational than the Daily and its staff.”
Ouch.
That really hurts. You’ve ruined my image of Barney being a
mellow, purple fellow. Furthermore, running the risk of being
overly confrontational, I think journalists and newspaper people
take themselves far too seriously. It’s healthy to have fun every
once in a while. I guess English professors don’t get the chance
to experience that too often. My advice; lighten up. Or, maybe,
you can go write yourself a technical manual explaining the how
tos and how nots of running a newspaper.
Oh man, it’s getting hot in here. Confrontation is the word at
ASl lately, where Steve McShane has chosen to take a hard-line
stance on the campus alcohol policy.
This is just downright confusing to me. According to Vandal’s
merry band of mischievous thugs, the prez has been seen, on
occasion, mixing it up with the Poly suits. That’s not just inno
cent social mixing, either — we’re talking booze and a certain
fruit juice. Screwdrivers I think they call ‘em. Unless maybe he
was feeling a cold coming on and needed an extra dose of
Vitamin C to boost his system.
More advice: don’t shoot yourself in the foot, Steveo. You can’t
tell me you’d want your sipping privileges revoked. If you insist
on clearly defining Poly as a “dry” campus, you’d better towel off
there, buddy.
Speaking of sippin' the spirits, it looks like the administration
backed off its goal of serving up the good stuff at Vista Grande
when it removed its petition for a liquor licdhse. For shame, for
shame. Talk about spineless.
I also heard that there’s an idea floating around for a Geek
Row — I mean Greek Row. Our good of prez even told the nice
people downtown that we need one. Someone said it would be
easier to handle all the noise complaints. I guess those frats
make up 10 percent of the complaints? Can that be right?
If that’s the case, why would they be so concerned. The num
bers just don’t add up. I think it’s just another way to control the
herds of students on campus. Police and governments love to
control people, and what better way than to have them all in one
place. Kind of nifty, huh? They love to take our money, but they
hate to hear us party.
And who better to police us than San Luis Obispo’s finest. I
read somewhere that some bands got ripped off in town. 'That
sucks in itself. The cops, however, caught the people after a hot
tip from a business owner. They searched their house but came
up empty as far as the rest of their equipment.
and behold, a couple guys from the band acted on a tip
and asked the owners if they could search the house themselves.
Well, inside the attic, presto! 'The rest of the gear.
Now, how about that for a search. The gear was right under
the cops’ nose the whole time. Well, at least above it, anyway.
Until next year, fight the power and beat up on the “Man.”
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H e a d in g b a c k in to life ***
By Donna Haines
over these solid young people — no fear of job
ast Saturday night I went to Cal Poly’s
interviews and no fear of survival in what stu
wind orchestra and university jazz band
dents refer to as the real world. Hear me on
concert at the now Performing Arts
this one you guys: Cal Poly is harder than the
Center (PAC). The performance was out
8-5 world. I have remarked many times that
standing and the elegant auditorium was com
getting back to work will be a piece of cake.
fortable, offering a good view even from the
There’s a handful of re-entry students
back rows.
trekking
from class to class who can sympa
It was two hours of fabulous big band and
thize
with
how frightening it has been for me to
jazz, delicious, chilling sounds of everything
return
to
school
after working in a safe, though
from familiar ballads to an American
often
boring,
dead-end
environment.
Symphony from “Mr. Holland’s Opus,” an ener
On
the
continuum
of
fear of school and fear
getic, patriotic piece and primitive African folk
of
career,
re-entry
students
are on the opposite
music.
end from the 20-somethings.
Adding to the wonder of the evening was the
Equally challenging to the academic work is
realization that the musicians were all in their
the hoop jumping, most of which makes no
early 20s, all amateurs, all with many other
sense. The difficulties of obsolete and broken
classes, obligations and jobs and all performing
equipment generated by budget constraints are
incredibly well.
subjects for other essays.
Meeting the conductor, professor Bill
So, I bid farewell to these bright, young peo
Johnson, and guest conductor David Rackley
ple; to the brilliant fiction writer and friend,
backstage after the concert reinforced my
Rachel, in English 415; to my fellow journalists
impression, for they, too, expressed admiration
in Dr. Murray’s media ethics class as we are
and appreciation for the talent and dedication
primed to make the ethical decisions so critical
of these young and accomplished musicians.
in our profession: to Karen, Selena, Heidi and
And this brings me to the point of this arti
Dana who encouraged me to keep developing
cle — a people review.
my pictures and get them onto the computer
I’m one of the older, re-entry students here
screen in photojournalism; and to the crazy,
at Cal Poly, one of only four in the journalism
noisy, wacky but unflappable staff at Mustang
department, completing my third year at Poly
Daily, most of whom don’t seem to stress over
(yes, me too) after transferring from Costa
deadlines the way I do.
Mesa Community College with an A.A. I will be
I’ll miss Cordelia, Karen K. and Stacey who
through with school in just a matter of days
believed I could do more than I thought I could.
now.
And goodbye to the rest of you tough, ambi
Life is shouting at me: “Get a job. Get back
tious and sharp 20-somethings who continue to
to work. Start paying off your student loan.”
inspire me and will compete with me for jobs
It occurs to me that my competition for
out there in the real world. Who knows, maybe
securing a place in the job market will be the
one of you will hire me some day — or vice
young, dedicated, and talented 20-somethings
versa.
with the level of accomplishment and dedica
tion that I experienced Saturday night in the
PAC.
Donna Haines is a journalism senior.
The way I see it, I have only two advantages
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L etters T o T he Editor
I like cream puffs

Mathmatics Sei

Huh?

Editor,

Editor,

I'd jest like to take a moment of yer
time to thank you for publishing that
thar letter from Prof Novake. It was
grate. Also, the part ware you named
Steve Enders “Head Barney,” and
Justine Frederiksen “Ms. Barney,”
kinda give me a chuckle.
1 due suppose it’s best fer him to
unbt'rden himself on ya’ all’s little news
paper than his .students he calls kids.
Heck, a whinmng leberal’s as much fun
as a haff gallon a’ red ants, yaseree i
can spot one a mile a way.
VV’help, I reckon I’ll mosey on over to
g(M)d of WallyMart, where the prices are
right, and .service is great. Then I’ll
start studying for all those doggon
.Math finals. At least there not English
finals.
Say Hello To The Misses Fer Me,

This is regarding Ms. Pillsbury’s col
umn on Nov. 25.
Ms. Pillsbury, as a responsible jour
nalist, it is vital that you reason your
work correctly, for the public won’t tol
erate any more fallacies from the
media.
With respect to affmative action, you
wrote, “Any law that forces p«*ople to
act morally is not fair,” which, when
critically analyzed, is equivalent to “no
laws that force people to act morally are
fair.” Can I ask you — why then do you
support Prop. 209? And can I also ask
you — do you think that it is moral?
What are you trying to tell us? This
.sounds like a contradiction to me.
Is it a flaw in your reasoning, or do
you truly believe that we are better off
living in a society which should avoid
all moral and ethical laws, which

Ron Daniel.s

M ustang D aily
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according to you, makes the “Civil
Rights Initiative” wrong and immoral,
but worthy of law?
Next, you allege in your column that
female students in a particular depart
ment are being discriminated against
by male professors, denied positions of
authority, departinent awards, etc.,
despite their outstanding work. Then
why do you support a proposition that
will fortify the barriers already existing
for women like you?
Because of your goal for equal
opportunity, your most logical solution
should be to advocate the passage of
laws that break the barriers.
Sometimes we all need to be forced
to do the right thing, like giving all
races and genders equal opportunity.
But that would be the moral thing to
do, and — oh yeah — according to your
reasoning , that would not be FAIR. My
advice to you is to review you “stand”
and ask yourself what is of most inter
est to you, what is going to help you
tear down these barriers. It may come

down to breaking them by force!
Dennis Monge-Alfaro
Mechanical engineering junior

Keep the boards off
Editor,
In response to Kevin Mann’s com
mentary in Monday’s paper, I must say
that, as a pedestrian on campus, it’s
hard enough to dodge other pedestri
ans, bicycles, and cars without having
to worry about being run down by .some
guy on a skateboard without brakes on
a very hilly campus.
In case he isn’t aware, there is a
lace for skaters to practice their sport.
ry Santa Rosa park. It has jumps and
a whole area reserved for the sole pur
pose of skating. I appreciate the no
skateboarding law and am glad it is
being upheld by campus security.

?

Christi Allison
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INSIDE
"The Nutcracker"
dances to a new
level on a new
stage.
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Right here in our baclgfard hes a hall that is destined to be...

Taboo plays
the theme on
student stage
By Remi Sklar
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

By M ary Hadley
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

On Oct. 17, people streamed into
the shiny new Performing Arts Center
(PAC) to see the San Luis Obispo
debut of The Who’s rock opera
“Tommy.”
They went to see the musical, but
they also went to experience the PAC
itself, and to see the first high profile
Broadway show to come to Cal Poly.
Many were impressed with the lights
and excitement, but not everyone
believed the show lived up to its
billing.
The arrival next week of the tour
ing version of “Cats,” the longest-run
ning musical on Broadway, may
change the minds of skeptics who
believed that the PAC failed to deliver
a Broadway-caliber production.
A review in “New Times” by Billy
Houck said that the traveling
“Tommy” had been redirected, rewrit
ten and scaled down from the
Broadway production.
“One wonders if the folks at Cal
Poly Arts knew that what they were
booking into their multimillion-dollar
jewel wasn’t the Broadway production,
but a watered down “Tommy-Lite,’”

High-caliber
production of
“Cats” erases the

M em ories of
“Tommy”

Houck wrote.
One of the “folks” at Cal Poly Arts disagreed.
“We knew it wasn’t the Broadway cast. It was a
touring show,” said Program Manager Peter Wilt.
“We billed it as a national touring company of the
Broadway hit.

“I thoroughly enjoyed it,” Wilt con
tinued. “My feeling was that if I had
paid the top ticket price ($34) to see it,
I would have been satisfied.”
But if Houck’s review is any indica
tion, San Luis Obispo theater-goers
may be skeptical of future Broadway
hits reproduced at the PAC.
The 1,313 ticket holders to “Cats,”
which sold out in five business days,
have bet $47.50 per ticket that it will
live up to its billing.
“This is a first-class Broadway
touring production,” said Jim Kerber,
press representative for “Cats.”
“No expen.se has been spared to
make this show the best it can possibly
be.”
Viewers of “Cats” should expect a
spectacle, Kerber said. The .set por
trays a garbage dump with debris four
times the actual size, making the
human-sized performers appear
feline.
“With “Cats” you have so many ele
ments that go together to make it such
an outstanding production,” Kerber
said.
“There’s the music of Andrew Lloyd
Weber, the poetry of T.S. Eliot, and
(director) Trevor Nunn’s very clever
See BROADWAY page A4

Abortion, capital punishment,
life after death and religion are
issues combined in a new play. It
may hold the formula for humor,
controversy or both, depending on
the viewer.
In order
"l=God2"
to figure it
Cal Poly Theatre
out you need
Dec. 5-7
to
see
“I=God2 :
$6.50 & $8
E i n s t e i n ’s
Theory of God.” a controversial
musical comedy which will he per
formed at the Cal Poly Theater.
The pliiy is wi'iter and director
Richard Vi.scariello’s senior project.
Trevor Boelter plays Jason
King, an angry, fanatical youth
who shoots two women outside an
abortion clinic.
“Trevor plays our resident psy
cho who kills people,” Viscariello
said. “He uses the church to stand
up for his crime.”
Boelter said it is difficult to get
into a part which demands such
strong actions.
“It is tough for me acting-wise
because I have to shoot two
women,” Boelter said. “That is
horrible. My character believes he
is operating under God’s guid
ance. He is run by fate, but he lit
erally believes he and Jesus are
related.”
King is sentenced to death by
electrocution, and the play delves
into life after death where he
See GOD page A2

The world’s morning opera returns to KCPR
By Brandt Furgerson

•

1.^'^ "

Arts Weekly Writer

For the fifth year, 91.3 KCPR
will air live performances of the
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera)TMO)
from New York, beginning Dec.
14.

San Luis Obispo residents will
experience the sounds 20 world
famous operas Saturdays at 10:30
a.m. from December to April.
“The Met is the standard to
which American opera is ba.sed,”
said Karen Kile, admini.strative
director of the Professional
Repertory Opera in San Luis
Obispo.
“Opera has the fastest growing
ticket sales within the arts to peo
ple in the young adult age group,”
Kile said.
“I am old enough to .say that I
have been listening to it for
years,” Kile said. “It has a roman
tic feel when it is in your own
home. You can get real emotional
with the music, or you can contin
ue vacuuming.”
Season highlight’s include the

Metropolitan Opera's production of Wagner's Das Rheingold airs April 12
during KCPR's continual broadcast of the Met every Saturday at 10:30 p.m.

broadcast premieres of Britten’s
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
Giordano’s “Fedora.” and new pro
ductions of Bizet’s “Carmen” and
Tchaikovsky’s “Eugene Onegin.”
For the first time in its 56
years, the TMO will broadcast
performances in Australia, Hong

Kong and New Zealand.
In North America, the 1996-97
season broadcasts will be distrib
uted in digital stereo via satellite
over the Texaco-Metropolitan
Opera
International
Radio
Network. This network is made
See OPERA page A4

A fair price for the holidays
elry, Christmas ornaments,
imported crafts from Africa and
Arts Weekly Staff Report
one-of-kind original works.
Many of the student works
The
dreaded
act
of
Christmas shopping may be for sale come from Craft Center
complete by the end of the week regulars who u.se the center’s
if handcrafted gifts suit the tools to create high-quality
products.
Craft
Center
tastes on your gift list.
Assistant Manager Anthony
-------------------------T h e
ASI Croft Fair
ASI Craft Palazzo is selling handmade
U.U Plaza
C e n t e r boxes and humidors — an air
Dec. 4-6
hosts the tight, cedar-lined cigar box.
“(The boxes) are probably
Holiday
Craft Fair through Friday in about half the price that a
the University L’nion offering a gallery would sell them for
myriad of handmade and because I don’t have the over
head of a gallery." the architec
imported crafts.
ture
senior said. “I think people
“I’m buying a hemp neck
that
are
interested in boxes like
lace,” recreation administration
sophomore Tim Seyfert said. “1 these know that they are get
think there’s some g(M)d, quality ting them at a good cost.
“I’m not really in it for the
work here. I’m coming back
money
though." he said. “1 love
later today.”
the
prwess
more than the prod
The works at this year’s
craft fair comes from 30 outside uct. It gives me a warm fuzzy
professional vendors and 10 to feeling when someone else can
15 student vendors making this enjoy my work.”
Naomi Neilson, a soil sci
year’s fair the biggest in its six
ence
senior, has a booth at the
years. Vendors from Santa
Barbara to as far as Arizona fair selling imported crafts
will sell handcrafted and from Mexico and Morocco.
“I import everything that I
imported works including jew
________ See CRAFT FAIR page A4
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The M scene LIVES in
Arts Weekly. Feel it!
CRAFT FAIR
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sell,” said Neilson, who travels to
other countries to buy the prod
ucts. “Mainly I sell things whole
sale, but it’s fun to be here on cam
pus and see my friends.”
The ASI Craft Center is orga
nizing the event on its own, but is
working with campus clubs and
organizations to expand involve
ment, according to Craft Center
Manager Mike Campos. The Craft
Center is also promoting the
Holiday Gift Drive organized by
the office of Student Life and
Activities which benefits children
from low income families through
campus club support.
The Craft Center will have a
booth at Farmer’s Market Dec. 5,
12 and 19 for those that miss out
on this weeks sales.
The fair will run from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. today and tomorrow.
■■■
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CAL N)LY CHRISTMAS t r ees
November 29 - December 23
CUT YOUR OWN

Mon-Fri 3 pm - Dark
Sat-Sun 9 am - Dark

Monterey I’ine and Pre-eut Red/White Fir
Buy a Free (ìet a FREFL Giant Sequoia Seedling
I ogging Sport Demos Sat-Sun, 12-3 pm
North end of campus • Follow signs off 1Iwy 1

Cake ‘goes the distance’ with popular return
Second album
delivers the bits

McCrea’s philosophy: “Heads of
state who ride and wrangle, who
look at your face from more than
one angle, can cut you from their
bloated budgets, like sharpened
knives
through
Chicken
Yi ■!( .,1 y j
McNuggets.”
Cake’s original tunes often
parade Presidents of the United
States of America-esque lyrics.
They do manage, however, to
sometimes convey surprisingly
B a áilo
, ti
Ut
poignant societal commentaries,
such as their critical look at mate
formed Cake in 1991, recorded rialism in “Italian Leather Sofa.”
In addition to the self-written
and produced Fashion Nugget
(1996) at Paradise Studios in ditties. Cake covers Willie
Sacramento, and at Pus Cavern Nelson’s “Sad Songs and Waltzes”
where they cut their debut album and Gloria Gaynor’s disco sensa
“Motorcade of Generosity” (1994). tion “I Will Survive.”
The latter is one of Fashion
“Motorcade” featured the single
Nugget’s finest. Vocalist McCrea
“Rock ‘N’ Roll Lifestyle.”
combines
Gaynor’s energy with
Their latest album has more
his
own
casual
fervor to produce a
pep
and
character
than
“Motorcade.” It showcases a vari rendition that is as empowering
ety of sounds ranging from the and enjoyable as the original.
Cake’s trademark trumpets,
slinky tango groove of “Perhaps,
Perhaps, Perhaps” to the twangy which accentuate steady guitar
country
enthusiasm
of and drum rhythms, are occasion
ally complemented with organs,
“Stickshifts and Safetybelts.”
“It’s Coming Down” and reminiscent in some ways of The
“Friend is a Four Letter Word” are Doors, and the spice of maracas.
Each song is unique and excit
two of the new album’s highlights.
ing
in its own right. Fashion
They carry more serious relationship-related messages in an Nugget is not a collection of clever
album where semi-nonsensical rehashed remixes of “The
lyrics often dominate, like in Distance.” All 14 tracks are hound
“Race Car Ya-Yas” (self-explanato only by Cake’s irresistible beat
and creative energy.
ry).
“A good song is like a teardrop
“We want the groove to make
in
the
eye of a prize winning poo
people tap their toes without nec
dle
at
a world class dog show,”
essarily getting consensus from
their brain,” McCrea said on the McCrea said on the website.
Those prissy canines must
Cake website.
The words of catchy toe-tapper have wept the day “Fashion
“Nugget” seem to epitomize Nugget” was recorded.

CAKE

By Stocey L. Johnston
Doily Staff Writer

Cake’s sophomore album,
“Fashion Nugget,” is worth its
weight in gold.
Most
are
CD REVIEW probably famil
iar with the
Sacramento band’s first single off
this new album, “The Distance.”
Its strong bass line punctuated
with horns and dynamic lyrics
come together to forge this getpumped hit. When this intense
tune booms from the stereo — as
it often does because it is fre
quently requested on local radio
stations — it takes a concerted
efTort to remain still.
Though it has been unofficially
speculated by some that “The
Distance” might be symbolically
sexual, literally it is about a race
car driver who continues to circle
the track long after the race has
concluded.
Greg Brown, who plays guitar
and organ for Cake and penned
the song, spelled out its meaning
in a promotional passage featured
on Capricorn Records’ web site.
“It’s about somebody who’s
deluding himself, who substitutes
his own imagination for what is
really going on in his life,” Brown
said.
Brown and band members
Victor Damiani, Vincent di Fiore,
John McCrea and Todd Roper who

W
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was not
meets a female God, played
by Annette Amir.
looking for
In the afterlife King
meets Jesus and Mary, and
controver
finds they are different
from what he thought.
sy, but now
Amid mushrooms, which
represent the decaying of
lam."
King’s mind, God passes
judgment on King.
Music is used through
Richard
out the play to give the
Viscariello
audience insight into the
characters’ mind.
Writer and
“I have to sing a song,”
director
Boelter said. “It is about
(King’s) decision. It is rep
resenting who has power
through action, not words.”
Jill Aschehoug plays the second woman, Lisa,
who is shot outside the clinic.
“The hardest part of my scene is seeing my friend
die,” she said. “It is emotional when you are dis
traught and frustrated at the same time.”
Joan Osbornes song, “One of Us,” will be used in
the play, but it won’t be a lullaby because the play
should keep audiences awake, the cast said.
“The play doesn’t drag,” Aschehoug said. “It is
contemporary for people our age.”
Dealing with difficult issues may bring about
protest, but the cast doesn’t seem worried. Boelter
said protest means ticket sales.
“Initially, I was not looking for controversy, but
now I am,” Viscariello said. “I take the play a step
further with the whole second act taking place in the
afterlife.”
The background of the play is loosely based on a
real situation where a man who committed a similar
crime was sentenced to death, Viscariello said.
“I got this idea because I’m from Massachusetts,
and two years ago a guy named John Salvi went into
an abortion clinic and started shooting people,” he
said. “It horrified me and I found out he said it was
God’s work.”
Viscariello said people who use God as a defense
for their wrongful actions frustrated him into writ
ing this play a year and a half ago.
“Basically they pin (their crimes) on morality or

English junior Trevor Boelter plays Jason King in the con
troversial play "l=G od2" at the Cal Poly Theatre.

the Bible, and say it was God’s work,” he said. “I
started writing the play against this."
Last Friday, Salvi committed suicide in prison
and Viscariello said it adds a timely element to the
play.
“It was really freaky,” he said. “It happened only
one week before the show. It was an interesting coin
cidence.”
A twist of fate and a lot of diligent work are
behind the scenes of Viscariello’s satirical produc
tion.
Students make up the entire production unit
with acting, constructing sets and props and design
ing costumes.
The play is Viscariello’s senior project for his
major in speech communications.
“I found that speech communications was the
best major (at Cal Poly) to learn theater skills,” he
See GOD page A4
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Holiday tradition dances its way to a new stage
The
Verdict's

By Jaime Borosi

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Based on a five star scale of
tf>e overall dinning experi

Up the stakes for steaks
By Megan Lehtonen
Arts Weekly Staff Writer

For the last food review of fall quarter, 1 decided to up the
stakes a hit and try one of the more expensive restaurants in town.
F.McLintocks, at 750 Mattie Road in Shell Beach, is one of the
finest dining houses that I’ve ever been to.
Arriving with a group of ten, our reservations were immediate
ly granted as we were seated at a large table in the middle of the
restaurant. Our waitress for the evening was right there waiting
to take our drink orders as soon as we sat down. Surprisingly
enough, all of our drinks were delivered shortly. The full bar at the
restaurant seemed to make any drink that we could come up with.
Our tables favorite ended up being the traditional “lemon-drop”; a
drink made with vodka and sweet lemonade. This good-sized drink
was reasonably priced at $4.25.
On to the feast...and believe me, it was a feast indeed.
Every entree at McLintocks, which cost between $14 and $25, is
served with onion rings and salsa, salad, trail camp beans, garlic
bread, and ranch fried potatoes.
Displaying a variety of steaks, ribs, and seafood to choose from,
I opted for the P’.McLintocks Sampler so that I could try a little bit
of everything. This entree, priced at $17.50, could’ve fed half the
table in itself. It comes with a 5 oz. slab of top sirloin, two hickory
smoked BBQ spare ribs, and two large gulf shrimp that are baked
in garlic butter and white wine, and served in the shell over a bed
of rice pilaf.
The top sirloin was definitely the best of the three, but that was
pretty much a sure thing since that is what they’re known for
around town. (They’ve been voted “Best Steak in the County” for
the last ten years.) McLintocks’claim is that all their beef is aged,
hand-cut on their premises and barbecued over oak wood. After
trying the steak first hand. I’d have to say that this has to be true.
It was delicious.
Unfortunately, the ribs were a different story. The little amount
of meat on each one just wasn’t worth the mess that came along
with it. But luckily, the shrimp made up for it. It made even the
fullest of stomachs still hungry for more.
To conclude our meal, we had a choice between an After Dinner
Liqueur or Sherbet or Ice Cream. Our entire table went for the
Liqueur because that was all they could swallow down after the
feast. We were all pleasantly surprised with the result: a “Tan
Ferrari”, made up of Khalua, Amaretto and cream.
Overall, this was the best meal, and entertainment, that I’ve
had for a while. I definitely recommend this restaurant, but save
it for when your parents come to town because it is a little pricey.
Have a great holiday, but be careful what you eat. The court
returns next quarter. Until then, you’re on your own.

Arts Weekly Staff Writer

Magical toy soldiers, dancing
snowflakes, A Waltz of the
Flowers, dancing candy canes, a
Sugar Plum Fairy and a Snow
Princess are among the holiday
delights that leap to center stage
with the San Luis Civic Ballet’s
performance
of Lori
Lee
Silvaggio’s “The Nutcracker”.
This years performance marks
the 19th annual production of The
Civic Ballet’s “The Nutcracker,”
but it differs from the perfor
mances of years past. This season
is a first for company dancers who
will perform on the Performing
Arts Center’s (PAC) main stage.
Four shows are scheduled Friday
Dec. 6 and Saturday Dec. 7.
The opportunity for the dance
company to perform at the PAC
arrived in the same year that the

Civic Ballet achieved its longawaited professional status.
Silvaggio, founder and artistic
director of the Civic Ballet, said in
a recent interview that the oppor
tunity to perform at the PAC is a
dream come true for herself and
the Ballet’s performers.
Kathy Schultz, executive
director of the San Luis Civic
Ballet said that the company is
thrilled to perform at the PAC
labeling it as a “world class
stage.”
With its advanced stage tech
nology, the PAC will compliment
and enhance the magic and
dreamy atmosphere in which the
“The Nutcracker” is performed
better than the smaller Cal Poly
Theater which has played host to
“The Nutcrackers” of years past.
Cal Poly Dance Company
President Shannon Couch has
attended two of “The Nutcracker”
performances by the Civic Ballet,

Elena Lorton-Smilh and Roy Reyes
from last year's production return this
year to the PAC performances Dec.
6 and 7/Photo courtesy Civic Ballet

See N U TC R A C K E R page A 4

SPECIAL
EVENTS
It must be tough to have the
blues as long as King Ernest has.
But after 30 years of playing
those blues the Chicago way, he
and his five-piece band of Los
Angeles musicians reach back to
the roots to provide a soul-driven
sound of rhythm and blues. The
San Luis Blues Society presents
King Ernest and the Wild
Knights with openers K. Bohler
and the Kingpins Saturday,

San
Francisco’s
Fillmore
Auditorium and the Further
Festival held last summer. The
program airs Monday through
Friday at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Long John Hunter was
inspired by the sounds of guitarist
B.B. King. It w'as in Hunter’s
Texas hometown that he first
heard the Gibson “Lucille” play
ing the blues, and it was only one
year later, in the early 1950s,
when Hunter was singing some
blues of his own. Hunter will Tbone shuffle his way to Mother’s
Tavern Sunday, Dec. 15 at 8 p.m.
with his smokey tunes and
roughed-up guitar picking.

Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. at SLO Vets Hall.
Tickets $8 and $10 available at
the door. 21 and over.

P u n k

lives
at
Trinity hall.
Ska-junkies,

“The Long Strange Trip
Continues” on CPTV cable chan

nel 42 through Dec. 12. The halfhour television show features an
undercover look at the legendary
Grateful Dead with interviews of
Grateful Dead relatives and
celebrity Deadheads, footage of

T
h
e
S u i c i d e

Machines,

East Coast pop punkers Weston,
The Missing 23rd and estrogenfueled punkettes RAGG are the
blood and bones of the living punk
entity, and are headed to San Luis

Obispo Sunday, Dec. 15 for a spe
cial 4 p.m. matinee. The headlin
ing .suiciders join the concert after
finishing up an eight-month
nationwide tour with such names
as Social Distortion and NOFX.
Ticket $6 at the door. All ages wel
come.
San Francisco’s way-out jazz
scene has gone way, way out —
about four hours south — to bring
something that San Luis Obispo
jazzheads will not want to miss.
T.J. Kirk and its feverish funkin’
jazz returns in the new year to
SLO Brew Tuesday, Jan. 7 after
playing to a sell-out crowd on its
last visit. The young, alternative
jazz stars, including the hybrid
guitar-extraordinaire
Charlie
Hunter and mixed-up p>ercussionist Scott Amendola, recently
released their second CD “If Four
Was One” (Warner Bros.), and
showcase those funky hits when
they unload some grooves
'Tuesday night. 'Tickets, $10 or
$12, are available at Boo Boo
Records and the door.
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said. “I use it to enhance my skills
as far as communicating to the
cast and crew.”
Alpha Psi Omega presents
“I=God2” with their $250 contri
bution, but Viscariello took the
rest of the production costs out of
his own pocket. He said it is worth
it to see the play come to life on
the stage.
“People should see it because it

NUTCRACKER
From page A3

both of which were performed
at the Cal Poly Theatre.
“I was really impressed with
the dancing and how all of the
different people made use of the
small stage,” she said.
Couch is convinced that the
performance will be enhanced
when performed on the large,
technologically advanced PAC
stage.
“There’s something about
being able to see the entire
stage at once,” she said. “They
are going to be able to do a lot
more with the large amount of
performers of all ages in the
show. It won’t seem so crowd
ed.”
In addition to the produc
tion on the PAC stage, another
unique twist adds spice to this
years performance.
Twelve year-old Kellie
Epperheimer isn’t a Company
Dancer like her big sister
Michelle Epperheimer, 17, hut
was awarded the important
role of Snow Princess when she
auditioned in September for a
child’s role. The performance
has the potential to be a once in
a lifetime affair for the siblingduo with Kellie dancing along
side Michelle who is considered
to be one of the Civic Ballet’s

is an equal opportunity offender,”
Viscariello said. “It will make peo
ple laugh and think at the same
time.”
As Jesus turns into Michael
Jackson the crowd may see the
humor, hut the cast said they
understand the issues are not
trivial.
“We are dealing with enor From page A1
mous issues,” Aschehoug said. “1 staging. Not to mention the spec
know we have religious clubs on tacular costumes and scenery by
campus, so it should make for an John Napier,” he said.
The differences between the
intense play.”
actual Broadway production of
“Tommy” and the touring show
are greater than the differences
Prima ballerinas. Michelle will
between the Broadway and the
dance the role of Snow Queen
touring productions of “Cats.”
in the closing of Act I.
The rights to “Cats” are still
Consistent with The Civic
owned
by creator Andrew Lloyd
Ballet’s theme this year, “A
Webber, but the rights to
Tribute to Children,” “The
“Tommy” have been sold. Because
Nutcracker” is dedicated to the
“Cats” has not been sold to outside
beauty, strength and honesty of
producers, it remains under the
children.
watchful eye of its original pro
“It highlights them in their
ducers.
most endearing moments,”
The “Tommy” that visited the
Schultz said.
PAC is owned by the licensing
Silvaggio’s version of “The
Nutcracker” deviates from orig
house
Music
Theater,
inal ballet allowing Silvaggio
International (MTI), and sold to
creative freedom to adapt dif
companies like Big League
ferent choreography in the bal
Theatricals, which brought the
let year to year.
touring “Tommy” to Cal Poly.
The Civic Ballet intends to
“(MTI) sells the rights,” said
send audiences into awe
Michael Cohen, a representative
through creative choreography,
of Big League Theatricals. “A high
beautiful costuming, lavish sets
school or any kind of production,
and the professional level of tal
put on anywhere on this planet,
ent displayed by highly trained
has to go through MTI to legally
dancers.
get the rights.”
Physical education junior
The touring “Cats” is directed
Kathy Gugat bought her ticket
by David Taylor, who studied
more than a month in advance
under Broadway director Trevor
to ensure herself a seat.
Nunn and exactingly reproduced
“There are certain things
Nunn’s staging, Kerber said.
that I want to do at
Christmastime every year, and
seeing the Nutcracker is one of
them,” she said. “Its really a big
part of the holiday spirit.”
From page A1
Tickets
are
available
up of more than 300 commercial
through the Performing Arts
and public radio stations through
Center Ticket Reservation Box
out the United States and Puerto
or by calling 756-2787.
Rico.
An assistant to the programs
airing last year, computer science
senior Chris Collins is the 199697 program director for KCPR’s
Traffic SchcH il
opera broadcasts.
“The most interesting thing
• SAT/SGN/EVESAVK DAYS
about the opera is that it is live
• 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS from New York,” Collins said.
“Texaco sent a technician out
• GREAT TEACHERS

BROADWAY

“Cats is an original production
by the original producers,” said
Kerber.
“It’s constantly being moni
tored and kept fresh. People will
get their money’s worth. This
show is not a knockoff or a copy of
any kind,” he said.
All tickets for “Cats” cost
$47.50 because of the steep pro
duction costs of the show, accord
ing to Kerber.
When the Fourth National
Touring Company of “Cats” hit the
road in March of 1987, it cost over
$2.25 million to fund the set,
rehearsal pay and the extrava
gant costumes and wigs featured
in the play.
The jacket worn by Mr.
Mistoffelees, the “magical cat,” as
described in a press release, cost
$22,000. Custom-made boots
worn by the onstage felines cost
$550 a pair.
“In some cities with larger
capacity theaters, tickets might
be a little cheaper. In San Luis
Obispo, the expenses of present
ing the show are equal to selling
out all three performances at
those ticket prices,” Kerber .said.
Kerber said the PAC was lucky
to be able to book “Cats.”
“Your theater is much smaller
than anything we normally play,”
Kerber said. “Two-thousand seats
is usually the minimum we’ll
play.”

OPERA

CO M ED Y
Take
SS

off with
competitors
coupon.

to KCPR over the summer to
install a digital receiver, a satel
lite dish and amplifiers for the
broadcast,” he said.
According to Collins, the digi
tal satellite broadcast is superior
to the last four years of analog
satellite broadcast. Weather
storms will no longer interrupt
any of the transmissions.
Collins admits that when he
worked on the program last year
he wasn’t even an opera fan, but
he appreciates the wide variety of
music and artistic performance of
the opera and the station.

• IX)N’T BE BORED

4 Free Passes to Live @ the Strip
comedy ctub w/enrollment

A re YOU

C ome

FAST E D D IE ’S SELF S E R V IC E

WE RECYCLE OCR WATER
UlU

senior or graduate

home to

Sacramento !

SYNERGEX

A DIRTY CAR IS A DIRTY S H A M E !

6. INTERIOR FRAGRANCE
BILL CHANGER
NO SCRATCH FOAM BRUSH 7. ARMOR-ALL
S. POWER DRIER
WAX SPRAY
9. CARPETAJPHOL.STERY CLEANER
SPOT-FREE RINSE
10. TOWELS
VACUUM
393 M ARSH STRFFT. N E X T TO CERTIFIED A U T O REPAIR

C omputer Science

STUDENT FROM THE SACRAMENTO AREA?

(805)527.9130

CAR WASH

a

>

www.8ynergex.com

If you have training in Windows, [INIX, C, C ++, or
TCP/IP networks and you want to live and work in the
Sacramento area when you graduate, we are inviting you
to spend an hour of your winter break visiting us.
Meet programmers hired straiglit from college— and talk
to them about their real-world work experiences, responsi
bilities, opportunities, and reasons for chcxising a chal
lenging career at Synergex.
We are a company built on partnerships: partnership with
our customers— and partnership with our staff. Come
and see how you can be a partner in creating success!

Come see a hilariously funny show that
redefines the word “ blasphemy”
Tickets arc now available at the Performing
Arts Center Box Office, or call 756-2787

STUDENTS $6.50
GENERAL $8.00

Accept our invitation! Fax your resumé with your local
and school addresses and phone numbers to:
Synergex/HRA (916) 635-6549.
W e' re l o o k in g f o r w a r d t o m e e t in g y o u !

SLO BREW
Rooby Racks plays rock
Thursday, Dec. 5 at 9:30 p.m.
$2 cover; The Urge with
Sprung Monkey and Incubus
ploy funky ska rock Friday,
Dec. 6 at 9:30 p.m. $5 cover;
Jono Manson plays rock
Saturday, Dec. 7. No cover.
Jive-in-Direct performs its dis
tinct sound of acid-jazz at the
Frog and Peach Friday, Dec. 6
at 9 p.m. No cover
Cal Poly Chamber Orchestra
plays Beethoven, Haydn and
Edward Elgar at the annual fall
concert at 3 p.m. Saturday,
Dec. 7 for $5. Tickets available
at the PAC box office.
Alumni join the Cal Poly Choirs
in "A Christmas Celebration"
Saturday, Dec. 7 at 8:30 p.m.
in Harman Hall at the PAC.
Tickets $5 and $8 available at
PAC box office.
Bull's Tavern celebrates its 60th
anniversary Thursday, Dec. 5 at
7 p.m. with owner and former
Oakland Raider Dan Conners.

“I support KCPR and their
promotion of the arts,” Collins
said. “Imagine how repulsed you
would feel seeing a prune-faced,
washed-up guy listening to
Jefferson Airplane. That is going
to be you if you don’t open your
mind and li.sten to other music,”
Collins said.
To Peggy Peterson, co-chair of
the San Luis Obispo Symphony
Guild, the TMO has developed
into a part of her life.
“We used to listen to the opera
on the radio when I was a little
girl because we didn’t have televi
sion back then,” said the 74-yearold San Luis Obispo resident.
“Sometimes there are stages in
your life when music speaks par
ticularly to your heart,” Peterson
said. “You can be so lonely and
still have music.”
While San Luis Obispo’s popu
lation is dwarfed by the larger
metropolitan cities of San
F'rancisco and Los Angeles, the
support for opera and the per
forming arts manages to remain
strong.
Live broadcast performances
of Luciano Pavarotti and Plácido
Domingo are only a taste of the
performing arts available on the
Central Coast.

I
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ASI: Strongly supports a dry campus at Cal Poly
From page 1

Board to sell beer and wine at the
PAG.
At the very end of the meeting,
Me Shane got his wish when the
city council approved the draft of
a letter to President Warren
Baker from Mayor Allen Settle
asking that the president with
draw the application.
“Although the city has no

authority to stop sales of the alco
hol, we believe that the students,
as demonstrated by the ASI, do
not want the alcohol sales on cam
pus,” Settle said.
MeShane said students feel
the sale of alcohol is hypocritical
when the current rules state that
students caught in possession of
alcohol on campus will be pun
ished.

Advertise in the Mustang Daily

BREAK; Vehicle security is hard to ensure
From page 1

of “particular value” home or leav
ing it with a trusted friend.
Otherwise, students should
engrave their driver’s license
number on the valuable or take a
Polaroid of it, writing a descrip
tion on the back.
Topham also said it’s a good
idea to leave a contact number
with a neighbor or friend staying
local in case of a break-in. If it is
left until students return there is
little chance of recovering stolen
items, he said.
Vehicle security is another
problem and is a little harder to
ensure.
“There’s only so much you can
do there. The best solution is
putting it in a locked area,” he
said. “Make sure it’s locked and
all the valuables are out of it.”
If possible, he said, leave it in
a well-lit area. He admits that at
times this is hard to do because
some apartment complexes don’t
have visible lots. Police are also

encouraging complex owners to
hire private security.
Security issues are not the
only things local police are aware
of and worried about during the
break — alcohol consumption is
another.
“We will be out looking for peo
ple who have had too much to
drink or are drinking and dri
ving,” Topham said. “We will seek
out and arrest people who appear
to be drinking and driving or who
are walking around and have had
too much to drink.”
He said the best way for people
to avoid problems with police is to
use local services like Safe Ride or
designate a sober driver.
Otherwise simply, “refrain,” he
said.
“We have had several drink
ing-related deaths in the past
year,” he said.
Anyone on the road should be
careful during the holiday season
and drive particularly defensively,
Topham said.

MBAs in Finance
who arc Dec. '96
and June '97 grads
will have the
opportunity to
meet Sun Hiring
Manaaers and
interview on
the spot.

« « SunBoosf
annua/ Finance
and Technology

Career fair for

We will be interview
ing Finance MBAs.
All other MBAs
arc welcome to
email resumes to:
univcrsityrclationsA
sun.com

w

Naturally, we arc
proud to ensure that
equal talent will
always get equal
opportunity.
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© 1996 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Sun, the Sun logo, and Sun Microsystems
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and
other countries.

REFRESHMENTS

INTERVIEWS

DEMOS

(3M S-fe-)
They*re Truly Connected!

I

They say llie course of true love never runs
smoothly, but we say difU’erently. It’s now a very
smooth and comfortable connection between
San Luis Obispo and San Jose or Santa Barbara.
Just in time for holiday travel, Amtrak
California has introduced a new luxury Thruvvay
Bus Connection that offers daily service
Ix'tween Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo and
San Jose. Convenient and economical, it also
c“onnects to a Capitol train in San Jose for the
trip north to Oakland and Sacramento.
The bus stops right on campus in front of
the Vista Grande restaurant on Grand Avenue.
Departure for San Jose is at 9:00 a.m. and Capitol
train #724 leaves 15 minutes after arrival for
Sacramento with additional stops enroute,
including one in EmerAwille where you can catch
an Amtrak California bus to San Francisco.
Southbound, the Thruway Bus Connection
returns to Cal Poly at 8:30 p.m. and continues
to Santa Barbara.
Buy your Amtrak ticket at Traveltime/
American Express Travel in the University
Union, #102, or the San Luis Obispo Amtrak
Station. For more information, call Amtrak
at 1-800-USA-RAIL.

When
then
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can
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la b le

th a n

ever.

K>iit anything is getting

re're offering Maantosh'
ifiK lo n t

prices. To help

Twhatever you want to do
And to mako it oven easier, apply for the
Apple* Computer Loan. So you can take
home a Mac.' arvj you won’t have to make
a payment for 90 days.* How do you got
started? Visit your campus computer store
today and pick up a Mac.

Leave

your

ma
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Amtrak California
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COUNCIL: Members voted three to two to allow the Zelman Company to build a new shopping center on Prado Road
stores that sell food and consumer council tin
items at a lower cost than most kered around
retail areas.
General Merchandise Retail Sales
“I would like to see a developer locally owned stores can. She said with it to try
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Maria
protect
walk in this door with an indus residents should not be forced to to
Four quarter moving average
trial project instead of a retail go over the Cuesta Grade to Paso d o w n t o w n
one,” said Smith. “We need jobs Robles or south to Santa Maria to businesses,”
said Stephen
that give people enough money buy goods at affordable prices.
that allows them to buy a house
Ben Reily, president of Zelman Nukes, presi
of
here, not just minimum wage.”
Company which is the shopping dent
Local residents and business center’s development firm, said Stephen A.
owners, most in opposition, that San Luis Obispo needs to Nukes and
packed the community room of stop the “leakage” of consumer A sso ciates.
the San Luis Obispo County dollars to other cities in the area His agency
was hired by
that have national retailers.
Library to speak on the plan.
“I think the dam has burst and
To prove his point, he showed the city and
we have lost control over our care statistics from the University of the develop
ful, thoughtful growth,” said San Santa Barbara economic forecasts ers to study
effects
Luis Obispo resident Julie for local communities, which the
new
showed little change in San Luis the
Bartles.
She said the approval of this Obispo’s retail sales while sur shopping cen
would
project and the proposed Foods 4 rounding cities such as Santa ter
on
Less shopping center at Madonna Maria and Santa Barbara saw have
prepared by the UCSB Economic Forecast Project
downtown
and Los Osos Valley Roads mean increases.
Although council members b u sin esses.
that San Luis Obispo is on the
path for the same kind of urban heard evidence that the city still But most res
cerned about access to tbe pro sure. Mayor Settle said the free
sprawl that she tried to get away has a lot of retail space available idents at the meeting disagreed posed center.
way access will be sufficient. He
from when she moved here from in the Central Coast Mall and with him.
There is no direct access from said the shopping center will
“The mall is not working, but southbound Highway 101 to make the interchange a reality
other locations, Reily said these
San Jose.
But some residents spoke in sites are not desirable to retailers maybe that’s because San Luis is Prado Road until Cal Trans builds faster than the usual methods
like Circuit City because they just not a mall kind of town,” said a proposed interchange at the
favor of the idea.
because the owners of the shop
“The general plan and the lack cannot be configured to serve the resident Scott Shaw.
site. People wanting to get to the ping center will be forced to help
Although he agp’eed that the
of space downtown make the uses of the retailers.
shopping center from the south pay for it through a tax assess
retail situation here like a girdle
He said the mall in particular mall had been hurt by the inter
on a fat woman, growing fast with was undesirable because of its ference of previous councils, bound lanes of the highway would ment district.
Although the council approved
no room to expand,” said resident odd configuration of a Gottschalks Roalman said he voted against need to exit at Madonna Road and
on one end and the Embassy the project because creating more go east on Madonna Road to the zoning change, developers
Margaret Moss.
development is not wise while Higuera Street, which they would must still present building plans
She said that most residents, Suites Hotel on the other end.
to the city before construction can
especially senior citizens living on
“The rea.son why that mall vacancies exist in current shop take to Prado Road.
fixed incomes, deserve larger doesn’t work is because the city ping centers. He was also con
In voting to approve the mea begin.

From page 1
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TEXTBOOK BUYBACK
December 9 - 1 3
4 Locations for your Convenience
Cal Poly ID Required for Buyback
IN FRONT OF EL CORRAL
Mon. - Thurs. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Fri. 8:00am - 4:00pm

BY CAMPUS STORE
Mon. - Fri. 8:30am - 4:00pm

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
NEXT TO HURLEY'S
Mon. - Thurs. 9:00am - 7:00pm
Fri. 9:00am - 4:00pm

VISTA GRANDE CAFE
DECEMBER 9-11
Mon. - Wed. 5:00pm - 7:30pm

□CÜDrrcxl
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Movement to prohibit cheap pistols spreads
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A drive to
ban sales of cheap handguns is
spreading to the outskirts of Los
Angeles,
which
prohibited
“Saturday night specials” last
September.

AP-STATE
“The word is not coming from
the top down,” said Long Beach
Councilman Alan Lowenthal. “It’s
coming from the bottom up.”
Lowenthal told a meeting at a
Los Altos church Tuesday that he
olanned to introduce a handgun
aw proposal next week. Los
\ngeles County Supervisor Zev
ifaroslavsky also called for legisla
tion modeled on a city ordinance.
Yaroslavsky said there were
2,200 federally licensed gun deal

ers in the county, more than seven
“I would say it’s political pos
times the number of McDonald’s turing,” said Helsley. “I would
restaurants and more than dou submit to you that firearms deal
ble the number of schools.
ers are as regulated as anyone
“What we have found is that else.”
not surprisingly, where there is a
Dealers must have a local
preponderance of gun sales, there business license, a resale permit
is also a preponderance of vio from the state Board of
lence,” said Yaroslavsky. “And it is Equalization and a certificate of
almost a direct connection eligibility from the state that
between the proximity of the sale requires a background check, he
and the gun violence.”
said. They also need a federal
The supervisor said he would firearms license, which requires a
introduce a motion next month to second background check.
coincide with release of a study
After Los Angeles and West
showing where gun dealers are Hollywood enacted measures this
located.
year, dealers started moving to
Gun groups will continue the suburbs, Yaroslavsky said.
fighting such bans in courts and
Most gun dealers are within
in Sacramento, said Steve 1,000 feet of a school, said
Helsley, a Sacramento-based lob Christian Giangreco, a county
byist for the National Rifle epidemiologist.
Association.
West Hollywood banned

Saturday night specials last
January, becoming the first
California city to do so.
Saturday night specials are
low-caliber handguns with short
barrels. They are usually poorly
made, cost le.ss than $100 and are
worthless for sports.
They are “the gun of choice for
small-time criminals,” said Ann
Reiss Lane, a founder of Women
Against Gun Violence.
At the citizens’ meeting in Los
Altos, UC Irvine medical student
Scott Weissman compared the toll
of cheap handguns to that of
breast cancer and prostate cancer.
But while cancer is considered a
pressing health problem, firearms
are not, he said. Guns claim more
lives in California than automo
bile accidents, said Weissman.

Remember:
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If you give Cal
F^oly s(X)rts
en ou gli money,,
you can drink
before gam es in
Mott Gym.
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Classified Advertisin
Graphic Arts Building, Hoorn 226 Cal f\)Iy, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1 143
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Nominate your most outstanding
professor for the
Distinguished Teaching Award
Ballot boxes at UU, Library, &
Rec Center

Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center
24 Hour Lifeline-Confidential
Free Pregnancy Testing
541-CARE (541-2273)

mCAUTION!!!
Make No Investments or Provide
No Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisments
in the Opportunities Section

EVAN O’CONNELL
NAIL TECH
Full Service for Awesome Nails
Feathers
543-4064
578 Marsh St. SLO
(By Foster’s Freeze)

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000-t- per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male
or Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
Ext. A60051

HORSE HAULING
SLO and beyond 528-7906

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING • Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World Travel.
Seasonal & Full-time positions.
No exp necessary. For info, call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60057

( jR lM iK Ni:\\'S
KA0 wishes all good luck on
finals and a great winter break!

l i \ i : n rs
ABM Club Presents:
SANTA'S ROUND-UP!
Sat. Dec 7th at 8:30 pm
SLO Elks Lodge
HOLIDAY GIFT DRIVE
Buy a gift for a needy child
during the holidays.
For info call x5834 or stop by
the Community Service Center
UU217D to select a child.
Sponsored by
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
V V A . \ n - : i)
Do you have extra grad tickets
for the afternoon ceremony? $$
Please call 545-8982
Grad Tickets Needed-Will Pay
2pm cer. Call Bonnie 544-8092
Rent your apt/house over vacation
and make $. My family needs
3-4 bedrooms. Call Sara 438-3949

M IS T E R BOFFO

SCO RE MORE!!
G MAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

Typing Services As Low As
$2 per page. Call 549-6778!

W’o m ) I *H( )ci:s.si.\(
Jeannie’s Secretarial Service
528-TYPE

() I M ’()HTL'NHII-:S

H m i ’ i . ( ) \ ' m i -:n t

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT •
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching backround or Asian
languages required. Foi info, call
(206) 971-3570 ext. J60051

Exceptional Summer Opportunity
Camp Wayne NEPA Sports Oriented
Counselors/Specialists for all
Land/Water Sports inc. Tennis,
Biking, Rocketry, Roller Hockey,
Sailing, Waterskiing, A&C, Drama,
Video. Campus Interviews, Thurs
Feb. 13. Please Call 800-737-9296

NATIONAL PARK JOBS - National
Parks are now hiring seasonal
full-time. Forestry workers,
Park rangers, firefighters,
lifeguards, & more. Excellent
benefits & bonuses. Call
1-206-971-3622 Ext. R60051

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!
Millions of dollars in public
& private sector scholarships
& grants are now available
ALL STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE!
Student Financial Services
progran will help you get your
fair share. Call 1-800-263-6495
Ext. F60051

Paid Management Internship
Student Works Painting is now
hiring for Spring/Summer 1997.
Seeking motivated applicants
for high level internship.
Duties include interviewing,
hiring, development of customer
relations, control of marketing &
sales, & production management.
Call 1-800-394-6000. E-mail
address: swpaintg@ix.netcom.com

Great Student Job
Flexible Hours
Cash Bonus Daily
Call 772-3098

Advertise in the
Mustang Daily and
GET RESULTS!!!

R i .NT.M. 1I()1'SIN(
Studio for Rent-Close to Campus
Must see. Avail Dec 15 546-9549

Woodside Apts: We have a limited
number of private bedrooms
available in 3 & 4 bedroom
apts on a short term individual
lease basis starting 1/1. $395/mo
& 395 dep each. 544-7007

l lo.MKS l-OH.S.MJ-:
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale
Avail on Campus--15 Yrs Experience
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E
***543-8370***

by Joe Martin

IN T H E B L E A C H E R S
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C IT IZ E N DOG

B Y M A R K O ’H A R E

“O K , O K ! O n e m o re try!
I can do this! I s w e a r!”

By Steve Moore
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Sports
A TAVERN

OF SPORTS

"Sonu'diU' I’d liki*
the record here Tor
most wins, riint’s
the most importitnt ri'cord."

Jell Schneider
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• Swimming & Diving @ Speedo
Cup Invitational in Long Beach, 9
a.m.
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• There are no games tomorrow

Rose Bowl coaches agree:
Suns Devils are No. 1
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PASADENA. Calif. — In a very
small and admittedly very biased
poll, unbeaten Arizona State was
No. 1 Wednesday and given a
shot at winning at least a share of
the national college football title.
The voters were Arizona State
coach Bruce Snyder and Ohio
State coach John Cooper. Their
teams just happen to play each
other in the Rose Bowl on New
Year’s Day.
Snyder and Cooper said they
voted the Sun Devils No. 1 in the
latest USA Today-CNN coaches'
poll. Arizona State is ranked No.
2 behind undefeated Florida
State in both The Associated
Press poll and coaches’ poll, with
once-beaten Ohio State at No. 5.
Florida State may meet No. 3
Nebraska in the Jan. 2 Sugar
Bowl, although Nebraska has to
beat Texas this weekend to get
that bid Nebraska's only loss
this season was 19-0 at Arizona
State on Sept 21. Florida, also
with one loss, is No. 4.
I've not seen anybody play
better than us." Snyder said at a
news conference for the Rose
Bowl coaches. There might be
teams as talented or more talented. but this team is playing so
well together, fits so well togeth‘I think we re playing well
enough to be national champi
o n s"
Cooper, who left for Ohio State
one season after coaching
Arizona State to its only other
Rose Bowl appearance, a 22-15
victory over Michigan in the
1987 game, agreed with Snyder
that the Sun Devils have a strong
case for the top ranking
“ If they win this game, they
should at least share the national
championship.” Cooper said. "All
you can do is win all your
games ”
The Buckeyes all but lost their
national title hopes when they
were beaten 13-9 by Michigan in
the final regular-season game.
But Cooper made a pitch for his
team remaining in contention.
■'I feel like if somebody knocks
off Florida State and we re fortu
nate enough to win the (Rose
Bowl) game, we should have a
share of the national champi
o n sh ip ," Cooper said.
C A L PO LY
S P O R T S H O TLIN E
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Mustangs light up scoreboard
t

By Franco Castaldini
Special to the Daily
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The only entertainment miss
ing from Cal Poly’s 14.3-97 win
over Cal Haptist on TYiesday night
was an awards ceremony follow
ing the game.
If for some reason Whoopi
Cioldherg showed up in Mott (lym
to hand out a few awards, the
Mustangs would have made five
trips to the podium.
Cal Poly shattered five school
records in front of 2,.329 fans who
showed up to watch the Mustangs
embarrass its NAIA opponent (2-
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On top of the school awards,
Cal F\)ly would have received a
few honorable mentions in the
national category since some of its
accomplishments placed the them
in the NCAA record book.
Cal Poly’s 143 point total sur
passed a 24-year-old school record
of 124 points .set during a game
that featured five overtimes
against Cal State Northridge.
Added to that accomplish
ment, Cal Poly also caused four
other records to fall;
• 21 three pointers placed Cal
Poly as the ninth Division I team
to reach the feat in a game and
also beat last year’s 17 against
George Mason.
• .'SH three pointers attempted
placed Cal Poly second in Division
I history and destroyed the previ
ous .school record by 14.
• 57 field goals made beat the
previous 52 set in the 1977-78
season.
• 116 field goal attempts
passed the old mark by 11 eet in
the 1967-68 season.
“It was a nice confidence boo.ster,” said sophomore forward Ross
Ketcham, who finished the night
with 24 points and eight
rebounds.
Indeed it was for the Cal Poly
players. The Mustangs finished
the game shooting 36 percent
from three-point land and 49 per
cent from the field, adding a few
numbers to the team’s lackluster
shooting
percentage
before
Tiu'sday night’s scoring fiesta (41
percent from the field and 29 per
cent from beyond the arch).
“We know we got a bunch of
shooters on this team," said
sophomore guard Ben Larson,
who had a pt*rsonal best in assists
with 13 in the game. “Somebody
needs to dish out there since
everyone was having .so much
fun,” he added. “I knew I was
pa.ssing the ball a lot, but I had no
way to keep track.”
Freshman
guard
.Mitch
Ohnstad finished the game with a
team-high 26 points (10 for 15
from the field and six of nine for
three pointers). Seven Mustangs
reached double figures in .scoring
by game’s end.
And, of cour.se, the win moved
Cal Poly (4-1) closer to a record
that coach deff Schneider will
have his eyes on this .season.
“Someday I’d like the record
here for most wins,” Schneider
said. “That’s th(> most important
record.”
The Mustangs have to repeat
Tuesday night's performance 21
more times to hn'ak that record.
The .sclu'dule will not g(*t any
easi(>r than Cal Baptist. Tuesday
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Doily pKolo by Down Kolnxir

Cal Poly guard Colin Bryant soars under the basket while Cal Baptist defenders look on. The Mustangs broke five school
records in their 143-97 defeat of Cal Baptist Tuesday night at Mott Gym.

night’s game was Cal Poly’s final
‘give-me’ win. The remainder of
the season will consist of Division
I teams from tough conferences.
“We don’t have any more
games like this,” Schneider said.
“Every game from here on is going
to be a tough game."
Cal Poly faces the Air Force
Academy on Saturday at 1 p.m. in
Mott Gym.
After Saturday, the Mustangs
travel to the Hawaii Tournament
to face Hawaii in the first round.
Then its across the United States
to play George Mason in Fairfax,
Va. Finally, Cal Poly returns to
California to compete in the
Golden Bear Classic at UC
Berkeley, where they will meet
LaSalle in the first round.

Big West All-Academic team named
Six Cal Poly athletes have been named to the Big West Conference
All-Academic Team in various fall sports.
To be eligible for the all-academic teams, student-athletes have to
maintain a 3.2 cumulative grade point average, have attained a
sophomore .standing academically and competed in at least 50 percent
of their teams’ contests.
The following Mustangs were honored Wednesday by the Big
West:
« CROSSCOUNTRY
Claire Becker
Biology sophomore
Amber Robinson
Busine.ss Administration sophomore
* W Q MJEN ’^ SO CCEK

Lori Wagner

Business senior
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Colleen Moro
H eather Lee
Hallie Garrison

English senior
Environmental Engineering senior
Busine.ss junior

